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Elementary 
Teacher 
Production 
Analysis

Demand 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18
All-day Kindergarten 333             667             1,000         
High-poverty K-3 class size 887             1,773         2,660         
Non-poverty K-3 class size 1,192         2,383         3,575         
Demand 2,412        4,823        7,235        

Supply

Locally Funded Elem. Teachers 765             765             765             
Teachers moving from out of state* 235             470             706             
Teachers returning to the workforce 359             718             1,077         
Current capacity of additional teachers 1,358        1,953        2,547        

Teacher Production (5 Yr Average) 1,612         3,224         4,835         
Teacher Attrition (11 Yr Average) (1,359)       (2,717)       (4,076)       
Production Minus Attrition 253            506            759            

Total Supply 1,612         2,459         3,306         
Delta (800)          (2,364)       (3,929)       

Data Sources: PESB - http://data.pesb.wa.gov/production and ERDC - 
http://www.erdc.wa.gov/briefs/pdf/201101.pdf

*PESB data for teachers moving from out of state shows historically low numbers.  
Continued analysis will be done on this dataset.
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Compensation
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Funding of 
Basic 
Education 
should 
reflect actual 
costs and 
be ample

The Washington Supreme Court re:  Salaries

 In terms of "quantitative inputs," staffing ratios and 
salaries are the most significant factors in determining 
the cost of education.  School Funding I (1978) (State Supreme Court 
review of Doran I)

 Local levies may not be used for basic education (BE) 
costs, only for enhancements outside of BE. School Funding I 
(1978) (State Supreme Court review of Doran I)

 Article IX, section 2, (general and uniform clause), 
requires uniformity of the educational program
provided, not the minutiae of funding. Federal Way School 
District v. State (Supreme Court 2009)

• Some of the difference between actual salaries and 
state allocations represented permissible incentive pay 
that went toward non-basic education related tasks. 
(McCleary)

• Substantial evidence at trial showed that the State 
consistently underfunded staff salaries.  (McCleary)

• The state allocation for salaries and benefits fell far 
short of the actual cost of recruiting and retaining 
competent teachers, administrators, and staff. (McCleary)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Federal Way School District v. State (Supreme Court 2009)The legislature's use of the staff unit allocation system to fund education with differing salary allocations to school districts with historically disparate average salaries does not violate article IX, section 2 (general and uniform clause), although there remains a slight gap between the highest and lowest salary funding statewide.  There is no showing that the allocations do not constitute ample provision for the education of all children, as required under article IX, section 1. 



Previous 
Workgroup 
Recommendations

WA Learns
K-12 Advisory 
Committee 
(2006)

Joint Task 
Force on Basic 
Education 
(2009)

Compensation
Technical Working 
Group 
(June 2012)

Joint Task 
Force on
Education 
Funding  
(Dec. 2012)

New Salary Allocation Model

Based on Comparable 
Wages

Be competitive (Addressed 
through Regional 
Adjustment 
Factor below)

• Based on Employment
Security Dept. 
comparable occupations

• Maintain with I-732 
COLA and periodic wage 
analyses

Labor-market-
based for 
classified and 
administrative

Recognize 
Certification

• Professional
• Mentor/Coach
• NBPTS

• Residency
• Professional
• Master/NBPTS

• 3 levels of certification
o Residency and
o Professional
o Master/NBPTS

• Years of experience tied 
to the level of cert

• Recognizes Bachelor’s 
and relevant Master’s 
degrees

N/A

Regional Adjustment 
Factor

Explore Yes, to ensure 
comparable 
wages.

(Addressed through local
supplemental pay)

N/A
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a broad brush summary of previous work groups that have made recommendations regarding Educator Compensation.WA learns did not make recommendations but the K-12 advisory committee did.None of these recommendations are very detailed.Before you ask about Hedonic modeling let me read to you an explanation.It is a statistical methodology that assigns dollar weights to the factors that influence prices. In the case of teacher hedonic wage or earnings models, these factors are bothteacher specific and location/workplace specific. The location/workplace-specific components of hedonic models are of key import, as research has long recognized that prices of goods and services can vary significantly across geographic areas.  The theory behind the hedonic model is that salaries will reflect not only compensation paidfor specific human capital characteristics (e.g., the specific skills and training an individual brings to the job), but also other characteristics of the job that influence the attractiveness of living and working in a particular geographic locale. For instance, it should be more expensive to hire personnel into less-desirable jobs than it would be to hire personnel of comparable quality into jobs that are more attractive, all else equal. There are, of course, many different factors besides salary and benefits that influence the relative attractiveness of a job. For example, some teachers may favor jobs in areas that have a low cost of living, or greater amenities, or well-led schools with students who arrive at school ready to learn.



Previous 
Workgroups

WA Learns
K-12 
Advisory 
Committee 
(2006)

Jt Task Force on Basic 
Education (2009)

Compensation 
Technical Working 
Group 
(June 2012)

Joint Task 
Force on
Education 
Funding  
(Dec. 2012)

Wage 
Premiums

• Hard to 
staff 
schools

• High 
demand 
subjects

• Hard to staff schools
• Mentors
• NBPTS cert
• NBPTS high-poverty 

school
• Peer Reviewers

Not recommended. 
Instead fund mentors 
and instructional 
coaches in the 
prototypical school 
funding statute (BE)

N/A

School based 
performance 
pay

Pilot • Narrowing achievement 
gap

• Raising test scores
• Increasing graduation

N/A N/A

Professional 
Development

N/A 10 days 10 days in the 
prototypical school 
funding statute (BE)

N/A

Supplemental 
Pay

N/A Restrict to only additional
time

Local salary 
enhancements up to 
10% above state 
allocation

N/A

Phase-in N/A Option to stay on old SAM 
for 10 yrs

Ensure school districts 
receive the same or 
higher salary per state-
funded employee.

N/A
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State Salary 
Allocation

Certificated Instructional Staff
 Calculation:  Base Salary X Staff Mix Factor
 Staff mix is a districtwide calculation of 

individual teacher experience and educational 
attainment as provided on the LEAP salary 
schedule.

 The Legislature has limited a school district’s 
authority to establish salaries by setting a 
minimum and an average salary level.

 Twelve school districts receive state funding for 
grandfathered base salaries

Certificated Administrative & Classified Staff
 There is not a state salary allocation schedule.
 Salaries are based on historical salary allocations 

adjusted for cost-of-living.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Legislature allocates money to each district for state-funded employee salaries and associated fringe benefits. In the case of certificated instructional staff (CIS)—teachers, counselors, librarians, and other instructional staff requiring certification—the state funding is provided based on a state-salary allocation schedule. An individual’s education level and teaching experience determines the allocation for base salary. Additional funds (a one- to three-percent increase) are provided for each additional year of experience up to 16 years. Additional funds (a three- to 20-percent increase) are also provided for additional credits of approved education acquired up to a Ph.D. In the case of administrators and classified staff (such as bus drivers, food service workers, custodial staff, classroom aides), there is not a state-salary allocation schedule. However, each district receives an allocation for these staff based on historical salary allocations adjusted for any cost-of-living increases.  This means that there are variations in the salary levels used for allocating administrator and classified staff position from district to district.  The actual salary levels for administrators and classified staff are determined through the local collective-bargaining process. There are no state limitations with respect to salary levels of administrators or classified staff.



Initiative 732
Cost-of-
Living 
Increases

 Initiative 732, approved by state voters in 
November 2000, required the state to provide an 
annual cost-of-living salary adjustment for K-
12 teachers and other public school employees 
and certain community and technical college 
staff, beginning in school year 2002.  

 The Legislature modified the COLA provisions 
for K-12 employees so that the state is required 
to fund only costs associated with providing the 
COLA to state-funded employees. 

 Since all employees receive the COLA, the costs 
associated with providing a COLA for locally- and 
federally-funded staff has to come from those 
funding sources.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initiative 732 (I-732), approved by state voters in November 2000, required the state to provide an annual cost-of-living salary adjustment (COLA) for K-12 teachers and other public school employees and certain community and technical college staff, beginning in school year 2002.  Each school district must distribute the cost-of-living COLA in accordance with the district's salary schedules, collective-bargaining agreements, and compensation policies, and certify that the district spent the funds for COLAs.In 2003, the Legislature suspended the COLA requirement for the 2003-05 biennium (school years 2004 and 2005), and no COLA was provided with the exception of a few targeted salary increases for beginning teachers and classified staff. Additionally, the Legislature modified the COLA provisions for K-12 employees so that the state is required to fund only costs associated with providing the COLA to state-funded employees. Since all employees receive the COLA, this means that the costs associated with providing a COLA for locally- and federally-funded staff has to come from those sources.The Legislature suspended the COLA requirement for the 2009-11 (school years 2010 and 2011), 2011-13 (school years 2012 and 2013) and the 2013-15 (school years 2014 and 2015) biennia.
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Average 
Salary of 
Public School 
Teachers

School Year 
2012-13

South Dakota 
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New York 
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Source:  Rankings & Estimates, National Education Association, Mar. 2014

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Washington’s reported teacher average salary of $52,234 made it the 24rd highest in the nation. The national average was $56,103. Compared to other states in the western region, Washington’s average teacher salary was $17,090 below California ($69,324), $5,378 below Oregon ($57,612), and $2,500 above Idaho ($49,734).  The average salary levels depicted on this chart do not include supplemental pay.  Since data related to supplemental pay in other states is not available, it is unknown how this might affect the rankings.



In addition to 
the state 
allocation, 
local school 
districts may 
provide 
Supplemental 
Pay.

School districts may provide supplemental pay beyond 
the state allocation for all staff with local revenues.  

State law provides that supplemental pay contracts 
must not create any present- or future-funding 
obligation for the state.

For Certificated Instructional Staff this can take many 
forms including:

 TRII – Time, responsibility, incentives and innovation.

 Compensation for additional duties such as:
 Individual educational plan creation
 Planning time buy-out
 Class size overload
 Department head or mentoring
 Extended learning opportunities 

 Leave cash-outs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
School districts may provide supplemental pay for additional time, responsibilities, and incentives (also known as “TRI”) beyond that provided by the state. The vast majority of supplemental contracts are paid from local revenue. State law provides that supplemental pay contracts must not create any present- or future-funding obligation for the state.�



Time, 
Responsibilities, 
Incentives and 
Innovations

The Legislature has authorized school districts to enter 
into supplemental contracts with individual staff for 
additional time, additional responsibilities, 
incentives, or innovations (TRII).  These type of 
supplemental contracts are sometimes called TRII 
contracts.  

There are currently statutory limitations specific to 
TRII contracts:

 School districts must use local levy funds and not 
state funds to pay the TRII contracts. 

 TRII contracts must not cause the state to incur any 
present or future funding obligation.

 TRII contracts must be subject to collective 
bargaining.

 A TRII contract must not exceed one year.

 If a TRII contract is not renewed, it is not an adverse 
change in employment.

 TRII contracts are not to be used to pay individuals 
for providing basic education services.
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School District Supplemental Pay
as a percentage of state salary

SY 2013-14

Legend

0% - 10%
11% - 15%
16% - 20%
21% - 25%
26% - 30%
31% - 35%
36% - 40%
More than 41%
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K-12 Health 
Benefit Costs

$623 $613
$760

$655

$62

$544

$189

STAT E 
A LLOC AT I ON

SI N G LE FA MI LY AV ERAG E

State Allocation District Contribution Employee Contribution

State allocation
Total $  768 
Dental $  (80) 
Retiree $  (65) 

Remaining $ 623 



Evidenced 
based 
compensation 
reform 
initiatives

 Teacher in-subject graduate degrees

 Teacher performance pay programs

 National Board for Professional Teaching 
Standards (NBPTS) certification

 Targeted Professional Development 
focusing on a particular content area 
such as reading, math, and science 
and/or a particular grade level. 

 Teacher experience 

Washington 
Institute of Public 
Policy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teacher performance pay programs distribute bonuses to individual teachers and sometimes to school wide staff. Performance is usually measured as value-added student test scores alone or in combination with some other assessment (such as principal evaluations). These evaluations examine the impact on student test scores from short-term, pilot performance pay programs.NBCT - National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS) certification is an advanced teaching credential that complements (and does not replace) state certification. Teachers earn NBPTS certification upon completion of a one to three year assessment process. Washington State provides a $5,000 bonus to NBPTS-certified teachers. In the 2013-14 school year, 5,394 Washington teachers were NBPTS-certified. Generally, professional development (PD) for K–12 teachers includes activities such as workshops, conferences, summer institutes, and time set aside during the school year for staff development. Targeted PD focuses on improving teaching in a particular content area (such as reading, math, and science) and/or a particular grade level. The specific types of PD evaluated and included in this meta-analysis are (in no particular order): Language Essentials for Teachers of Reading and Spelling (LETRS), Pacific Communities with High Performance in Literacy Development (Pacific CHILD), Cognitively Guided Instruction, Math & Science Partnerships (MSP), Teaching Science, Mathematics and Relevant Technologies (Teaching SMART), Discovery Model Schools Initiative, the Integrated Mathematics Assessment, Teaching Cases, and Metacognitive Analysis. Most forms of targeted PD include a summer institute in addition to training provided during the regular school year.
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WA Learns

K-12 
Advisory 
Committee

(2006)

New Salary Allocation Model

• Increase base pay
• To be competitive
• Eliminate grandfathering

• Compensate based on certification:  Professional 
certification, mentor/coach certification, NB 
certification

• Wage premiums:  for hard to staff schools, high 
demand subjects (math, science, special ed, & ELL)

• Explore a fair regional adjustment factor

• Pilot school based performance pay
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Joint Task 
Force on 
Basic 
Education
(2009)

New Salary Allocation Schedule

• Compensate based on certification:  residency, professional, 
master teacher (w/NB cert)

• Regional wage adjustment so salaries are competitive with 
comparable jobs in similar locations

• Teacher option to remain on current SAM or opt into new 
system during the next 10 years. (If on old system then 1x 
award of $1000 to obtain the professional certificate)

• Stipends for mentors, peer reviewer, hard-to-staff 
supplement, school bonus for improvement in student 
learning (narrowing the achievement gap, raising test score, 
increasing graduation)

• 2 NB cert $5000 bonus and high-poverty school bonus

• 190 days.  180 school year plus 10 days for professional 
development or other district-directed activities but may 
not be used for salary increases.

Supplemental Pay

 Restrict to only activities that require additional time.  
Report amount of time, purpose, and pay amount to OSPI.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Comparable wage recommendation did not specify how to determine a comparable wage.But the TF heard from Lori Taylor, a researcher.  Who explain one method is:According to the National Center for Education Statistics’ Comparable Wage Index (NCES CWI)Each Washington school district is associated with one of the 16 labor market areasA second method:  The hedonic salary model for Washington educators describes each educator’s salary as a function of Personal characteristics Job assignments The school, school district, and NCES labor marketThis hedonic model is developed using a multiple regression model where employee salary is the dependent variable and employee characteristics are the independent variables. The analysis compares salaries of similar occupations while holding  demographic factors constant, with the goal of determining the salary needed to recruit and retain staff with the specific qualities of current staff. Because the comparable salaries developed indicate the competitive wage required to attract and retain candidates with similar personal attributes, this methodology may not be effective in recruiting a wider or more varied pool of candidates to K- 12 occupations.



Compensation 
Technical 
Working 
Group

Created in ESHB 2261 
(2009)

To convene beginning 
July 1, 2011

Report submitted June 
30, 2012

Members: Education finance 
practitioners and 
representatives of education 
organizations.  Staffed by 
OFM & OSPI.

Assigned Tasks:

o Conduct comparative
labor market analysis.

o Make recommendations
regarding how to:
 Align the salary

allocation model
with educator
development &
certification;

 Reduce the number
of tiers in the
current salary
schedule;

 Adjust for labor
markets and
regional differences;
and

 How to achieving
salary equalization.

Recommendations:
o Increase beginning teacher

salary.

o Amply fund salaries based on
ESD comparable occupations.

o Maintain comparable wages
with COLA and periodic updates
of comparable wage analyses.

o Reconfigure the salary schedule
to recognize 3 certification
levels, years of experience tied
to certification level, and 2 levels
of educational degrees.

o Allocate mentors, instructional
coaches, and 10 days of
professional development in BE
funding.

o Provide appropriate staffing
levels and increased support for
struggling students.

o Allow local salary enhancements
up to 10% above the state
allocation.

o Ensure school districts receive
the same or higher salary
allocations per state-funded
employee.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Working Group submitted 9 recommendations that I have collapsed into into 7 in an effort to save space and put the concepts on one slide.Two certification levels:  Residency, the initial teaching certificateProfessional or continuing certificate  (requires a minimum of 4 yrs experience)Professional/continuing w/NBPTS cert



 The McCleary Court reaffirmed that, “The 
Legislature has an obligation to review and 
revise the Basic Education Program as the 
needs of students and the demands of society 
evolve.”

 The Court provided guidance regarding 
changes that result in a reduction of the Basic 
Education Program:  
 “any reduction of programs or offerings 

from the Basic Education Program must 
be accompanied by an education policy 
rationale.”  
 Reductions must not be made due to a 

“fiscal crisis or mere expediency.”
 "Must show that a program it once 

considered central to providing basic 
education no longer serves the same 
educational purpose or should be 
replaced with a superior program or 
offering. 

Can changes 
be made to 
the Basic Ed 
Program and 
Funding?

23
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Presentation Notes
In Appendix?



K-12 Allocation Schedule for Certificated Instructional Staff
For School Year 2013-14

Years  MA+90
of  OR

Service     BA    BA+15 BA+30 BA+45 BA+90 BA+135     MA    MA+45 Ph.D.
0 33,401    34,303    35,238    36,175    39,180    41,116    40,045    43,051    44,989    
1 33,851    34,765    35,712    36,690    39,727    41,652    40,490    43,527    45,452    
2 34,279    35,202    36,159    37,212    40,241    42,186    40,938    43,966    45,912    
3 34,720    35,653    36,620    37,706    40,729    42,722    41,363    44,384    46,377    
4 35,153    36,127    37,099    38,224    41,264    43,271    41,808    44,849    46,857    
5 35,600    36,578    37,561    38,748    41,777    43,824    42,261    45,291    47,339    
6 36,060    37,017    38,032    39,279    42,293    44,352    42,725    45,740    47,797    
7 36,868    37,839    38,868    40,182    43,241    45,356    43,594    46,652    48,768    
8 38,050    39,074    40,127    41,550    44,651    46,844    44,961    48,063    50,254    
9 40,353    41,459    42,933    46,106    48,373    46,343    49,518    51,785    
10 42,806    44,387    47,602    49,945    47,798    51,014    53,356    
11 45,883    49,169    51,558    49,295    52,581    54,969    
12 47,332    50,777    53,238    50,850    54,188    56,650    
13 52,425    54,959    52,460    55,836    58,370    
14 54,081    56,745    54,117    57,600    60,157    
15 55,488    58,221    55,523    59,098    61,721    

16 or more 56,597    59,385    56,634    60,279    62,955    

School District Salary Table



Certificated 
Instructional 
Staff 

Grandfather 
State Salaries

Total % Over
Base Salaries "All Other"

1        Everett 35,058             5.0%
2        Orondo 34,990             4.8%
3        Northshore 34,788             4.2%
4        Marysville 34,687             3.8%
5        Puyallup 34,073             2.0%
6        Shaw Island 34,038             1.9%
7        Southside 33,904             1.5%
8        Lake Chelan 33,892             1.5%
9        Mukilteo 33,799             1.2%

10      Lopez Island 33,763             1.1%
11      Seattle 33,626             0.7%
12      Oak Harbor 33,618             0.6%

   All Other Districts: 33,401             

Note: Salaries are for certificated-instructional staff (CIS).

Base Salaries for School Year 2013-14
Grandfathered Districts Compared to All Other Districts



K-12 Health 
Benefits 
Compared 
to State 
Health 
Benefits $623

$720
$655

$189
$137

K-12 ALLOCATION K-12 AVERAGE STATE AVERAGE

State K-12 Allocation State Allocation

District Contribution Employee Contribution

CY 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Estimate based on average premiums paid by PEBB	CY 2013 data Average bid rate (all plans; all tiers of coverage)	=	$921/mo	[2013 average bid rate and employee contribution data taken from the PEBB Model, version 5.0 for FY 2015, on page 46]Subtract average employee contribution		=	$136/mo		Average state cost 	=	$785/moPortion of cost attributable to retiree subsidies	=	$  65/mo	Average state cost for actives		=	$720/mo  
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